Building territory in the town of Yopal, Casanare
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RESUMEN

This article is done with the support of the Center for Habitat research, development and peace - CIHDEP- of the de La Salle University. This article seeks to answer the following question: Why do the migration processes in the municipality of Yopal and its territorial borders generate build to the detriment of the quality of life of its members? To answer that question is contemplate immediate on theoretical and conceptual aspects related with the new rurality and the territory as spatiality and complex unit, which brings together the spatial and the multidimensional human. Use goal methodological processes, structured observation, stories and the re significance of the experiences in the neighborhoods and informal settlements centers; then comes to characterization of migratory processes in the Yopal municipality whose consequences are reflected in the disarticulation of the territory both urban and rural areas. Is achieved to find a characterization of migratory processes, which mark a characterization of the territorial breakdown, namely: migration to the town center, direct migration to the towns centers, phased migration and rotary migration; which identifies a potential alternative production on the exploitation of oil, the socio-cultural hybridization and the diversity of the potential of natural resources.
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1 This article grew out of the research process that currently the research group "marginality, spatiality and sustainable development" MEDS. With the project entitled "New forms of strategic habitability for local and regional development" developed in the town of Yopal, Casanare, in the framework of the research program developed by the research centres CIHDEP, CIINDA and CIDESCAC: "Human settlements for a new rurality", with the purpose of contributing to new forms of strategic habitability in the processes of territorial cohesion.
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